






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































（The Committee for Creation of Osaka













“Power of Tourism, Cheap hotels in Osaka
day laborer district lure foreign tourists:
Airin has potential to be backpackers’






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































テーマ：Hegel’s concept of Freedom











































































































































































































































































































































９）Annual report collection 
オーストラリア証券取引所上場企業の2003






















































































































Theory under a Newsboy Model”のタイトル
で論文にまとめ，LaTrobe大学の Department























































































（ LEADER）事業とは「 Liaisons Entre









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































盧John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Harvard
－ －39
国 外 ・ 国 内 研 究




盪Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice. A




蘯Amartya Sen, Choice, Welfare and
Measurement, Oxford, 1982，アマルチィ
ア・セン『合理的な愚か者』大庭健・川本隆
史 訳 ， 勁 草 書 房 ， 1989年 ， A. Sen,
Commodities and Capability, Oxford, 1985，
セン『福祉の経済学』鈴村興太郎訳，1988年，





盻Jürgen Habermas， Theorie des


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Association 5th world Congress／
Barcelona, Spain
共Pursuing Clinical Health






































































21Collected Papers of AAAA2002 in
Nagoya 2002
共Linking ownership structure to
valuation of Japanese firms:
































































































162002 Bulletin of Japanese
Association for International
Accounting Studies
単How does the ownership
structure affect investor
valuation of the adaptation
option? A fundamental Analysis
of Japanese stock market
2003
19Colleced Papers of AAAA2003 in
Seoul
単Testing the effect of ownership








（共）Eun-Jee Park15Colleced Papers of AAAA2003 in
Seoul
共Environmental disclosure does


















単A project growth model based



























8Proceedings of the 13 th
International Conference on
Computers in Education (ICCE
2005)
単An evaluation tool for






9The International Journal The
IPSI BgD Transactions on
Internet Research Vol.1 No.2
共Development of an Integrated








11International Journal of System
& Computer in Japan Vol.37
共A Web-based integrated














































6Proceedings of IEEE International













6Proceedings of The Second
International Conference on
Informatics in Control, Automation
and Robotics (ICINCO 2005)／
Barcelona, Spain































































































































































































































単Progress Report on Tourism
Education and Academic
Tourism Research in Japan
2005
Toshio IZUUCHI
（水内俊雄 )，T o r u
NAKAYAMA（中山






Conference 2005 “Housing and
Globalization” at Kobe
University／The Asia-Pacific
Network for Housing Research
共Action and Policy for Urban
Housing Poor and Homeless



















22Japanese Journal of Religious
Studies／Nanzan Institute for
Religion and Culture
単Social Ethics of “New
Buddhists” at the Turn of the
Twentieth Century: A
Comparative Study of Suzuki
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